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Kinsey’s Archery Dealer
Show Continues To Grow
Mild weather and plenty of good buys greeted the approximately 525 retailers who registered to attend the
March 11-13 Kinsey’s Archery Dealer Show at the Hershey Lodge and Convention Center in Hershey, Pennsylvania.
Vendors that do business with Kinsey’s paid just $350 to rent booth space, and generally brought smaller and simpler displays than they might have had at the ATA Show. But what dealers were promised, and got, were very good
prices and an easy ordering system. Preprinted forms in each booth meant dealers could hand their identifying
sticker over, help fill in quantities, and be on their way to the next manufacturer in a manner of minutes. Prior to the
show, the Kinsey’s customer service staff printed out order histories for retailers who requested them. Kinsey’s
worked with the vendors to make sure the prices available throughout the show floor would be the lowest offered
through Kinsey’s that year, and if they grouped their shipments the dealers could buy small quantities of different
products and still receive free shipping. Because of space limitations we’re showing just a portion of the show floor,
and have given preference to firms that were not covered in May’s ATA Show Section.
The 2006 Kinsey’s Dealer Show will return to Hershey February 24-26. Watch for registration info in future issues.
Carbon Express sales manager Jason Fuller helped
introduce two new arrow shafts at the Kinsey’s Show. He’s
holding the Maxima, a conventional diameter shaft that
replaces the normal BuffTuff coating with a visible weave of
carbon fiber called a BuffTuff Plus Outer Crossweave. The
woven outer wrap makes the new Maxima the strongest allcarbon shaft on the market, he said. Below, see how the new
Edge shaft with its .271 outside diameter compares to a normal .294 “internal component” shaft. Like Easton’s ST Axis, this
slim, thick-walled shaft
offers superior penetration, though the minimal fletching clearance
poses a tuning challenge with some rest
styles. The Edge uses a
composite construction
that combines carbon
with other fibers, and
because of the thick
wall still has more carbon fibers than the
firm’s all-carbon shafts. A long, knurled insert seats against the
end of the shaft and perfectly matches its diameter. Fuller
said,“There are no tools needed, and your broadhead is guaranteed to go on square because it seats against the insert,
instead of against the end of the shaft. We say ‘No tools, no
hidden inserts, no hidden hassles.’” Reach Carbon Express in
Michigan at (810) 733-6360.
Knockout’s Pamela Slaughter holds a whitetail trailer
hitch cover next to a rotating display that holds 96 of the
more than 300 styles available. Many have hunting and fishing themes, but you may also find cowboy, baseball or football
styles sell well in your store. They’re made in the USA of a
tough ABS plastic, and receive a thick coating of polyurethane
over the decal that helps protect them from cracking, peeling
or fading. The suggested retail price is $14.95. The folks at
Kinsey’s or the manufacturer can recommend a selection.
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If you stock seed for food plots and habitat improvement, you might consider adding the Plotsaver product
line represented by Megan and James Messina. The
white fabric ribbon can be used to surround new food
plots, then is sprayed by the organic repellent that keeps
deer, elk and moose away provided you reapply it once
per month. Plotsaver also makes kits with black tape
that’s less conspicuous when it surrounds a garden, and
with black/yellow ribbon that can be electrified to also
repel cattle. All include fiberglass stakes.The product has
won endorsements from Jackie Bushman of Buckmasters
and nine separate seed suppliers. Reach Messina Wildlife
Management in New Jersey at (888) 411-3337.

Denny Snyder of Walker’s Game Ear helps Keith
Weaver get his first listen though the latest Digital Game
Ear. The digital version provides clearer sound enhancement and faster noise suppression (for firearms use.) For
a 16-page catalog showing all the Game Ear products,call
the Pennsylvania firm at (800) 424-1069.
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Tom Sorzano of Ballistic Archery said Beyond Bond Debonder
introduced in 2004 now comes with a gel formula that’s easier to apply
and less messy. This is a way to refletch
arrows without any risk of cutting into the
aluminum or carbon. Trim off the fletch,
apply the debonder, and two minutes later
you can wipe off any of the remaining base
and adhesive with a cloth. BELOW, the Steel
Venom replaceable blade heads now come
in three weights, the original 100 grains, as
well as 85 and 125. Choose straight or serrated edges on these and many of the Steel
Force cut-on-contact styles. Reach Ballistic
Archery at (609) 397-1990.
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Sharon Yost of AIM holds the new Club bow from Rolan.
The French manufacturer is using a new polymer limb that is
split for part of its length, and deeply grooved near the limb
tip.AIM’s Eric Hall said this limb is faster than a laminated wood
limb and much more durable, making it a good choice for
rental use on lanes.The Connecticut distributor stocks it in 15
through 30 pound draw weights.Reach AIM at (888) 246-8044.

Sherry Kinsey Gorman, VP of
Operations & Administration, led dealers in a seminar designed to help them
better understand and improve the
financial health of their businesses.
Gorman has an accounting degree and
has worked at the family business for 21
years. The response to the seminar was
so positive that Kinsey’s is looking at
offering more dealer education opportunities in the future.
Circle 6 on Response Card
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R&D Archery’s Dave Dyer (right) and Harry
Romberger got help from Buck Knives sales representative Andy Mills in writing up an order. “I’ve been carrying
them in my pocket for 20 years, now we’ll be carrying
them in the store,” Dyer said about R&D Archery,
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. You can reach the El Cajon,
California knife maker at (800) 326-2825.

Bob Rightnour serves the archery and hunting markets with the same waterproofing powder. Fletch Dry,
stacked at left, is used to dust natural feather fletch so it
will repel rain. “We put it on arrows and laid them in a
stream bed for two days, and the fletching stayed dry,”he
said.“ Wonder Powder (at right) is the same white powder
packaged for the muzzleloading market, where it’s mixed
with the pan powder used in flintlock rifles. Rightnour
Manufacturing also has many other muzzleloading
accessories, and sells its own line of percussion and flintlock rifles. Reach the Pennsylvania firm at (814) 383-4079.

Bill Gartland (right) was so confident about how well
the new Sims Scoil stabilizer would sell he convinced Andy
(left) and Andrew Liepe to double the initial order for Liepe
& Son Archery in May’s Landing, New Jersey. The veteran
sales representative called it “the hottest product on the
market for 2005.” You can place your order through a distributor like Kinsey’s Archery, through the Ohio-based
William J. Gartland & Associates rep group at (330) 7920327, or with the Washington manufacturer at (877) 2572761.

Copper John’s Mike McGreevey helps Judy Potteiger of
Potteiger’s Fishing Supply,Middletown, Pennsylvania,try out one of
the Eagle releases that use a trigger that’s primarily activated
through back tension. At right is the new Scaredy Cat, a rugged, allmetal drop-away rest with a deeply grooved launcher that helps
hold the arrow securely when at rest or at full draw. For ordering
info on these or the compact Little John sight, call (315) 258-9269.
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Paul Vaicunas of Horton Manufacturing told ArrowTrade
about the new Talon Trigger most 2005 models carry. “It gives you
zero creep and just 3 1/2 pounds of trigger pull. Our competition
has been claiming they have a better trigger, and now we’ve been
able to take that away from them.”The director of sales is holding a
Hunter Max 150, which like the top of the line Hunter Super Max
175 is finished in the high-contrast Advantage Max-4 pattern.
William Agnor of Quality Archery Designs held up an
You can reach Horton Manufacturing in Ohio at (800) 291-3649
Ultra-Rest in front of a graphic of the same drop-away model
to see its many crossbow models.
that supports and traps the arrow in the “up” position until
your customer releases the string for the shot. Agnor said by
early summer the Virginia firm should have a less expensive
Ultra Rest Hunter with a wire arrow support on the market
that will go to dealers for around $30. Reach Quality Archery
Designs at (434) 846-5839.

Barrie Archery’s Chad Bauman started writing up an
order for a North Huntington, Pennsylvania retailer as Josh
Waskowitz watched Ed Atwood (right) test the easy-opening
characteristics of Snyper XP3 broadheads by pushing them
into a foam block. Unlike most mechanicals with blades that
flip open, the two-blade Snyper and this three blade Snyper
XP3 use blades that cam open from the rear. The Rocky
Mountain Broadhead maker says that insures they’ll be fully
open as they enter the animal and it also keeps them from
kicking out on angled shots. Barrie Archery has also intro-
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duced lightweight Sphere Stabilizers and Hemi Limb
Dampeners. The squishy, air-filled spheres and hemispheres
are so light a 6 inch stabilizer weighs just 4 ounces, and a pair
of the limb dampeners add up to just 250 grains. Reach Barrie
Archery in Minnesota at (507) 835-3859.
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Woven Dom Deer

Venison-Supper

#921 Hat-Deer

Summit Treestands Pro Staff
Member Andy Beck had a comfortable
perch in the Megasampson ladder stand
from the Decatur, Alabama firm founded
by John Woller. As the name implies, this
is a big, comfortable aluminum ladder
stand that puts you 18 feet high and carries a 300 pound rating. The three ladder
sections bolt together and instead of the
common square tubing the ladder struts
are formed from a hollow I-beam profile
that’s both light and very rigid. Steps are
ribbed. Before you climb, you attach the
ladder to the tree with two ratchet buckle straps that form an “X” behind the
trunk. A climbing system and 4-point harness is included. Dealers receive the stand
in two boxes, and total stand weight is 57
pounds. Call Summit at (256) 353-0634.

#133
Red-Deer Hunt

#238
Fire Up-Grill

#901 Hat-Dom Bow

SPECIAL
DEALER
RACK
PROGRAM
#346
Potatoes & Gravy

#424
Dominate-Bow

ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-813-7708
www.buckwear.com

Circle 132 on Response Card

Rack up bigger
sales with our
flexible wallmount, end cap
or floor displays
— then watch
the big bucks
come rollin’ in.
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ArrowTrade Art Director Vickie Dehn sent more than 120 retailers home from
the Kinsey’s Show with Buck Wear T-shirts. The dealers earned them by sharing their
ideas on different business promotion topics being covered in ArrowTrade’s new column,Dealer-To-Dealer,that premiers on page 80 of this issue.ArrowTrade will be mailing additional shirts to retailers whose comments are chosen for use in future issues,
and it takes just a few minutes to fill in the form we’ve bound between pages 82 and
83. In the photo below, retailers look over some of the many hat and t-shirt designs
on display in the Buck Wear booth. As a licensee of the National Rifle Association,
Buck Wear is introducing new styles that playfully or pointedly declare your customer’s right to hunt and bear arms. Reach Buck Wear at (800) 813-7708.
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PHOTO LEFT: Retailers from Sullivan’s Pro Shop in Dunkirk,
Maryland place their order for Blackhawk Arrows. Though now
owned by Gold Tip, Blackhawk continues to make its own distinct
line of arrows in San Diego and distributes them out of Austintown,
Ohio. Advisory staff member Tim Cohick (behind counter) said
Blackhawk arrows use a patented process that laser cuts three
sheets of carbon,then butts them against against each other on the
mandrel. Overlapping layers also butt other, but are offset from the
seams below. “This gives you concentric hoop strength without any
thin or thick spots.That way you get a more consistent spine.“ In the
4000 Pro Series shafts, you’ll find sizes to fit bows from 35 to 90
pounds in draw weight, built to a straightness tolerance of .0018
measured over the 32 1/2 length. To order Black Hawk arrows, talk
to your Gartland sales rep or call (330) 793-3314.

Muzzy Products has a clearer marketing message, thanks to the decision to
bring products the company has purchased in recent years under the same
brand. The Phantom cut-on-contact
heads Muzzy obtained through the purchase of Elk Mountain Archery are now
“Muzzy Phantom Heads,” in Muzzy packaging and in the Muzzy catalog. We photographed the 100 grain version at the
Kinsey’s Show that most compound
shooters opt for. “This is an excellent head
that was an answer to some of the problems people have had with other cutown-contact heads, like the tips bending
when they contact bone,”the Muzzy representative said.The popular Scrape Juice
scents blended and packaged at the
same Cartersville, Georgia headquarters
are now known as Muzzy Scrape Juice.To
see everything under the Muzzy Brand,
call (770) 387-9300.
Circle 83 on Response Card
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Little Chase Gibbons kept reaching for the
Bushnell rangefinder his father, Derek was trying
out for County Line Archery, Eastminister,
Maryland, so G.A. Tolton Sales Rep Joe Miller
(right) handed him a pair of Bushnell compact
binoculars to look through. That solved the
problem. The toll-free number at Bushnell
Performance Optics in Kansas is (800) 423-3537.
Blue jeans, camo and the occasional toddler
all help indicate the relaxed atmosphere at the
Kinsey’s Dealer Show, as does the photo below.
Dottie Nelson is a Pennsylvania distributor
whose Nelson’s Arrows competes with Kinsey’s,
but she got the okay of Kinsey’s management to
walk through the show so she could say hello to
vendors like Bill Troubridge of Excalibur
Crossbow, who supplies both distributors with
high performance recurve crossbows made in Ontario. At lower
right, Tonya Gebhard seems resigned to Kathryn Troubridge plying
son Cole with the maple cookies you’ll always find at the Excalibur
booth.Tonya’s mom, Chris, is married to Jim Kinsey.

Craig and Lori Ellington (photo at right) were at the Kinsey’s Show promoting the
Ellington-Rush Silencer, which now comes in multiple versions. The original black
Silencer has been joined by a model film-dipped in Realtree Hardwoods camouflage.
Craig said many stores are now stocking the “hands free” option which routes a tube
up near the customer’s mouth.You can cough into the tube while drawing a bow, and
also have less hand movement that could spook game animals. Silencers are easy to
disassemble for cleaning, and have muffler-like baffles that break up sound waves
without blocking air flow. Reach Ellington-Rush in Georgia at (706) 677-2394.

High
h Pointt Productss

Alliess for
r your
r Treestand
d
www.hparchery.com
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Made in the U.S.A.

Toll Free 866-674-6480
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The gear you count on to handle the tough stuff is now
taking on a new challenge. Bugs. BUZZ OFF™ Insect Shield
Insect Repellent Apparel from Mad Dog Gear® has been
rigorously tested and proven to dramatically reduce insect
bites. It protects you from mosquitoes, ticks, ants, flies,
chiggers and no-see-ums just like sprays and lotions. Without
the sprays and lotions. It’s protection that’s built right in. So
all you have to do is put it on and go. No spray. No scent. No
problems. Ask for Mad Dog Gear® BUZZ OFF™ apparel at
your local sporting goods retailer.

From

This Dog Can Hunt.
Our complete line of BUZZ OFF™ with Mad Dog Gear® is available in both
Mossy Oak® New Break-Up™ and Realtree Hardwoods Green® HD™ camouflage patterns:

Boonie Hat

Bandanna

Face Mask

Long Sleeve
Shirt

Cargo
Pants

Long Sleeve
Crew Neck T-Shirt

Gloves

Cap

Stearns® Inc. • P.O. Box 1498 • St. Cloud, MN 56302 U.S.A.
(320) 252-1642 • 800-697-5801 • Fax (320) 252-4425
www.stearnsinc.com
©2004 Stearns® Inc.

Realtree Hardwoods Green® HD™ is a trademark of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, LTD
Mossy Oak® New Break-Up™ is a trademark of Haas Outdoors, Inc.
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You can’t buy metal ladder stands, hang-ons or climbing
stands at Louie D’s Archery in Charleroi, Pennsylvania. That’s
because Louis Dipietrontonio (left) has decided that he, son
Theron and Alan Nogy (right) will stock and sell only the versatile Tree Saddles from Trophyline. Open less than a year,
their small pro shop has sold 14, in part because they’ll
demonstrate them for customers in the woods right next to
the store.
Trophy Line President Sherry Green (using the product)
said most hunters and retailers view Tree Saddles not as a
replacement for metal stands, but as a niche product to use
when the hunter wants to travel light or set up quick or use a
tree that won’t accommodate another type of stand. “This
works in the small trees, the limby trees, the slanted trees. It’s
the ultimate tool for the traveling bowhunter. Plus it’s a great,

safe way to install fixed position stands.”
Tree Saddles come in cool mesh, warm neoprene and
comfortable leather styles, and this year they’re being sold
with modular accessories to carry other gear the hunter
needs aloft. Green offers dealers a chance to purchase a single
Tree Saddle of their choice for $99, to
get them to try the product. Call (866)
444-4868.

The Pete Rickard’s name should
bring to mind more than good hunting
scents. This Cobleskill, New York manufacturer also produces the Scott Game
Call line. Rob Marotta is holding The
Boss Gobbler that can be used as a
shock call or “jealousy” call. Marotta will
hen call to a wary gobbler, back off
about 100 yards and use the Boss
Gobbler as he moves forward, making
the gobbler think a second Tom is
working his way in from the rear. Reach
Rickard’s at (518) 234-2731.
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The Kinsey’s Gift Department
Booth was being staffed by (left to
right) Jennifer Buttriss, Irene Hulse and
Shannon Heim. They told ArrowTrade
about some popular new products
included in the gift department section at the rear of the 2005 catalog.
Highly detailed lamps with hunting,
outdoor and nautical themes are
priced at $76.92 per pair.There’s an official Whitetail Monopoly game, complete with hunting lodges for the
hotels, and game or hunting arms for
the tokens. (Instead of going to jail, a
player may have his license suspended.)
Heim is holding an old-fashioned
pop gun, part of an expanded toy line
for the Pennsylvania distributor.
Kinsey’s is expanding sales to the
stores operated at campgrounds, in
part because they’re busy (in spring)
when most archery retailers have a lull.
Reach Kinsey’s Archery in Pennsylvania
at (800) 366-4269.

Wac’Em sent sales rep John
Sielicki to the show to introduce the
compact Triton broadheads to more
retailers. The stainless heads come in
85, 100 and 125 grains and lay flat for
easy touch-ups
to the edge.
Reach Wac’Em in
Payson, Utah by
calling (801) 4655647.

10157 Industrial Drive • Covington, GA 30014 • 800.624.5988 • www.tinks69.com

Kinsey’s continues on page 89
Circle 14 on Response Card
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Kinsey’s continued from page 39
ArrowDynamic Solutions’ Matthew Futtere assembles a
wicked looking Gobbler Guillotine. Two sizes cut either 2.5 or 4
inch circles, and the long, right angle blades are intended to lop
the heads off tough toms. By shooting at the neck, Futtere said
you’ll either hit and kill the bird, or miss him clean. The smaller,
100 grain version works well even from crossbows, he said, but
before each shot you need to slide round plastic tubes over the
blades. The included tubes (which are the same size as commonly available plastic straws) help keep the big blades from
wind-planing and throwing the arrow off target, and are cut off
by the blades as soon as they strike anything. “We introduced
this last year at the ATA show,” Futtere said.“Initially, there was a
lot of skepticism about the product but
since then we’ve been getting a lot of
good reports in from hunters.” Futtere’s
firm is also working on a razor-wire big
game head, and that information
appears in Pat Meitin’s feature.
Reach the Texas manufacturer by
calling (512) 515-6299.

Why would a distributor like
Lancaster Archery Products be supporting the Kinsey’s Archery Show.
Actually President Rob Kaufhold and
Donna Kurtz were representing the CR
Archery Products arm of Lancaster
Archery Supply. They produce Apex
scopes and braided bow slings and finger slings. Reach C.R. Archery at (800)
829-7408.
Circle 89 on Response Card
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Scott Rice of Extreme Archery
Products (left in photo at right) went
through the sights, scopes, stabilizers and
fletching available from the Ashland,
Kentucky manufacturer with Scott Lauer,
who manages the archery department for
the Harrisburg, Pennsylvania Bass Pro
Shops. Extreme Archery Products has full y
camouflaged round aperture Recon sights
finished in the Realtree Hardwoods Green
HD and Hardwoods HD patterns. We’re
showing you the Model 800 at lower right,
but you can also opt for the direct mount
Model 700 which has no 3rd axis adjustment. Either will accept a Powered Lens
Package in 2x, 3x, 4x or 6x magnifications.
The Variflex stabilizer (below) comes in the
same two Realtree patterns, 5 or 7 inches
long, and is designed to bend to fit within
bow cases. New Shrink Fletch comes with
three fletches connected to a white or clear tube which shrinks
to fit any shaft from 17/64 to 24/64 in diameter, when you dip

At right, Buck Bomb President Rick
Schmidt demonstrates how the small pressurized can can be activated and allowed to
empty its contents as an aerosol mist, much
like a bug bomb you’d fire off in an attic to
wipe out hornet nests. Buck Bomb comes in
Young Buck, Dominant Buck, Doe in Estrus,
Doe “P” and Vanilla Curiosity Scent. You can
reach the manufacturer at (866) 850-6653.

BUSINESS LOANS
Commercial Loans for
New Business, New
Equipment & Inventory,
Business Expansion,
Mortgages Refinanced.
We also buy mortgages.

“Connecting People With Money.”

HOYES BROKERAGE SERVICES

Tel. (570) 275-1813
90

the fletch end in hot water. You can get an Extreme Archery
Products catalog by calling (606) 928-9447.
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Like Pape’s Archery of
Louisville, Kinsey’s distributes muzzleloading supplies as well as
archery gear.Terry Eby, the National
Sales Manager for Connecticut
Valley Arms, showed ArrowTrade
the latest models.In-line bolt action
models still sell well out west, but
Eby said these break action and
pivot block action models are the
big sellers east of the Mississippi.
Crush Zone recoil pads help tame
magnum loads. Below, newer
cleaning products make “black
powder”guns not much more difficult than centerfire rifles to keep
clean. Reach CVA at (770) 449-4687.
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Truglo’s Danny Kerley was
serving a steady stream of dealers. They were coming to write
orders in the main for Truglo
sights, but when they placed a
six sight order they also went
away with one of the 300 boxes
the Texas firm had packed with
some of its other products, like
this quiver (below). If you’d like
to see why the name Truglo
stands for more than sights, call
the Texas firm to request a catalog at (972) 774-0300.

Carbon Impact’s Pierre Pujos oversees a product line
that’s based on carbon, whether it is the main ingredient in
Silent Shield Camo-finished Fat Shaft Arrows or the new 4-rod
Quatro stabilizer he’s holding in his left hand. Pujos said the
large diameter carbon body stabilizers
like the Carbon Gel Ultras have been selling well, but were so light they didn’t do
much to balance bow accessories. A new
Carbon CS Doinker uses gel spheres in the
lightweight carbon rod, and carries a relatively heavy front weight connected by
one of Doinker’s 360 degree active vibra95
$ 9.
tion and noise dampeners. You can order
1MSRP
Carbon CS Doinkers in 5, 7 or 11 inch
lengths, in black, Realtree Hardwoods
Effectively reduces even the loudest coughs.
Green HD, Hardwoods HD or Xtra Gray.
Toll Free
Reach Carbon Impact’s Michigan headquarters by dialing (231) 929-8152.
496 Moccasin Gap Rd.•Lula•GA•30554
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1-877-311-2633
www.coughsilencer.com
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Any bow can
shoot an arrow...
The Genesis bow
changes lives!

The Genesis bow...
®
®

®

The Genesis bow is the bow
schools use in the National
Archery in the Schools Program.
Over 200,000 students have
been introduced to archery
through NASP. More importantly,
archery has proven to have a
profound impact on students
and educators alike...
“It is such a joy to see kids learning,
developing skills, getting involved, and
having fun. There is absolutely no downside to this program. Any school not
offering this to their children is missing
a golden opportunity.”
Rich Prewitt – principal
Whitley County Middle School

“I’ve never had so much fun coaching
a sport in an educational setting in my
20-plus years of teaching. I feel we reach
the students academically, socially,
emotionally, mentally and physically.”

Supporter of

Tina Davis – athletic director and teacher
Trigg County Middle School

“For the kids who are not ‘traditional’
athletes, you can witness their self-esteem
drastically improve when they experience
a little success with a Genesis bow.”

“The best thing to happen to archery since
the invention of the compound bow.”
The Genesis® bow was designed to introduce
beginners to archery. Thanks to Genesis®
Technology, it fits virtually everyone
• No specific draw length (fits 15" to 30")

• All the advantages
of single-cam
technology

Genesis Technology
®

“Kids bug me all the time wanting to shoot
the Genesis bows.”
Scott Ricks
Middle School P.E. Teacher

Crazy Horse Archery

TM

• Set at 20 lbs., it performs like
a 35 lb. recurve

Kyle McKune
Middle School P.E. Teacher

™

“Schools are discovering [another] big
benefit of the [National Archery in the
Schools] program. Attendance is higher
on archery days.”
Central Kentucky News Journal

Everyone can shoot the same bow
Genesis Technology™ eliminates let-off,
thereby eliminating specific draw length,
so that anyone can shoot the same bow.
• Kids can’t outgrow it –
because there is no
specific draw length
• It’s simple to buy –
no need to measure
or fit for draw length
• It’s easy to shoot –
beginners won’t
develop bad habits
because the draw
length is always right

Want to help get archery in your schools?

Visit www.genesisbow.com

For the next generation!
2035 Riley Road, Sparta, Wisconsin 54656
(608) 269-1779
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Realtree’s Keith Jennings was in a small booth, like the majority of other manufacturers who are cooperating with Kinsey’s to help
keep the show from outgrowing the Hershey facility. The Senior
Hard Goods Manager wore an EZ Armguard and held one of the EZ
Hangers that hold bows and accessories within reach of seated or
standing treestand hunters. Realtree helped lead the way in camouflaging hard goods way back when they perfected a way to apply
camo film to Nikon’s rubber armored binoculars. Today everything
from boots to kayaks are being finished with the film dip process.
Immersion Graphics licenses about 30 processors,while Realtree has
another 30 licensed world-wide.“We have four processors in Turkey,”
Jennings noted. “This is emerging as one of the world’s premier finishing processes.” Realtree can be reached at (800) 992-9968.

Saunders Archery’s Clete Sempek demonstrates the
new Firing-Line that works both as a release aid trainer and
as an exercise devise. Chuck Saunders, Jr. had the idea for it
and he and Sempek tried different components until they
realized the slow-recoil gas lift struts used for trunk and car
hoods were compact and powerful enough. Inside the plastic tube they are coupled with stainless cable running over
pulleys that work like a block and tackle to lengthen the
reach while reducing the poundage. Saunders molds the
pistol grip your bow hand holds. The orange-cabled unit
requires 24 to 27 pounds of force, or you can stock yellowcabled versions that run 10 pounds higher. Reach Saunders
Archery in Nebraska by calling (800) 228-1408

Don't Be Left in the Dark

Makers of the
Ultimate Hunting Sight
For more information go to:

www.hindsightco.com
or call 734.878.2842
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Dan Cory, Regional Sales Manager for Big Game Treestands, remembers when
ground seats like the Slimline Swivel he’s holding were the company’s main product.
Today the Windom, Minnesota-based firm has a 32-page catalog filled with treestands, climbing aids, blinds, and accessories like game hoists, game carry-alls, metal
silhouette targets and shooting benches. The company belongs to the Treestand
Manufacturers Association and includes full body harnesses with all treestands and
ladder stands.You can request a dealer packet by calling (800) 268-5077.
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Vibrashine’s Jerimiah Parker shows Ed Scruggs and Dale
Appell the latest digital game camera whose resolution can be varied from 1.3 to 4.0 megapixels. Below, Desiree Harris (left) of Appell
Arrows and Lynn Burcham of Big Ed’s Archery check out Mark
Madox’s
compact
Portable Picture viewer
hunters can use to scan
what the main unit has
stored. Reach the
Mississippi manufacturer at (601) 785-9854.
What does it take to start selling boots from your store. According to Jerry
Sredricki , you can do it with one style of Muck Boots, and a stool.The stool is essential because people need to experience the Muck Boots difference.The camo Woody
Max he holds sells well, and is made of natural rubber so there’s no oil smell or chance
it will crack in extreme cold. A lightweight mid-sole is part of the “running show technology” that gives it a different feel than other rubber boots. A special lining helps it
slip on and off in a size that fits well even on men with big calves.This 15 inch boot has
a suggested retail price of $129.95, a Minimum Advertised Price of $114.95, and isn’t
marketed through the big box stores. Reach American Feed & Farm Supply, home of
The Original Muck Boots, at (402) 731-1662 or see your Hudalla Associates rep.
Kraig Brown was at
the show representing
the Genesis bow line
designed by Mathews,
Inc. CEO Matt McPherson.
The newer Genesis Mini
(right) is now in production and fits the bill for
youngsters too small for
the standard Genesis. But
it’s the bow on the left
that’s helping to make
archery a routine part of
school phys-ed classes, as
it is standard equipment
for the National Archery
In The Schools Program.
Brennan Industries also
builds a larger Genesis
Pro model that features
an adjustable draw stop.
All three models have noletoff cams that allow them to be shot over a wide range of draw length. For information on the Genesis bow line, dial (608) 269-0832.
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From the example set by his 79year-old father, Ike Branthwaite will be
giving archery accessory manufacturers
tough competition for decades to
come. Bill Branthwaite (seated) still
works part time in a sporting goods
store.He said he’s proud of the Carolina
Archery Products brand Ike and Steve
Graf have built, and of the honest way
they do business. Below, this lightweight single pin sight is new for 2005,
and combines the vertical pin some
hunters prefer with a patent-pending
contrast ring that helps the eye center
it in the peep.The all-metal sight weighs
under 3 ounces, and adjusts without
tools. For a catalog of all the rests, stabilizers and sights, call (919) 245-1400.

TimberTall’s
Bruce
Ulrich has no trouble hefting
his Baby Lite climber, at 12.5
pounds. Total weight for the
300-pound capacity twopiece Brute Lite is just 14
pounds. Both stands incorporate a patented leveling
feature (below) that lets your
customer turn a knob as he’s
climbing or when he’s
reached hunting sight.
Reach TimberTall at (570)
837-1775.

Paul Knopp of Frank Monberger Associates was at the
show writing orders for James Valley Scents. You can order
them on the colorful individual hang cards shown,or in bulk
countertop cartons. The business headed by John Collins
specializes in natural gel hunting scents that adhere better
and evaporate slower than liquid scents. It also makes a Bait
Bond that fisherman can paint on their lures. Reach the
South Dakota business by dialing (605) 887-3125.
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High Point Products keeps coming up with new ways to help treestand
hunters stay quiet and comfortable. Rick Leisure has his hands on a crossbow holder that like the company’s gun and bow holders will be made of a lightweight plastic with a locking ratchet action that lets you adjust it in 5 degree increments. Your
customers won’t have to drills holes in their stands to mount these accessories, and
the new crossbow holder incorporates a rail that lets you slide it out front so the
string isn’t against your chest. High Point Products builds its molds and molds it
accessories in the USA. Reach the Pennsylvania firm at (866) 674-6480.

C.W. Erickson designed the Big
Squeeze bow press for the ArcherHunter
product line manufactured in Minnesota.
Ethan Erickson said the winch, straps and
cam-action rollers work together to easily
compress parallel limb bows, and other
styles as well. The brake winch is a non-slip
model that cranks in either direction without the need to flip a cog to lock it in place.
The press adjusts for different length bows
by sliding in the arm opposite the winch.
The unit comes with a base for countertop
use, or you can order an optional work
bench to support it. Call (763) 682-3665.

BuckWing’s Bob Long demonstrates the new
Bobb’n Head LifeLite turkey decoy.The head and neck is
mounted on pins so any breeze sets it to feeding. Unlike
earlier units that used an umbrella-like expander, this
model and all the other turkey decoys from BuckWing
now use a spring base which allows them to rock forward and twist (but not spin) in the breeze. A Bobb’n
Head Canada Goose decoy is also in the 2005 line from
this Pennsylvania firm. Call (800) 555-9908.
Browning Archery’s line impressed Jack Jabs (left)
of Jabs Custom Arrows, who said the brand is starting to
offer models that rival what BowTech and Mathews
have been producing. Shown with Jabs is Sales Rep
Greg Kreps. Call (520) 883-2000.
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